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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Gellman-Feynman equation is not exactly the Dirac equation, though it is well connected 
with the Dirac equation. However, we shall see that neither the left-handed electron nor the 
right-handed electron gives the energy eigenvalues of the Dirac hydrogen atom. The question is 
then, what are the eigenvalues? 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
To answer the above question, we first write down the nonrelativistic Gellman-Feynman equa- 
tion as 
1 (E+e¢-mc2) u= ~ V+ A +~-~mc(E .H+ia -E)  u, (2.1 /
where o:(o o)  :(10 °1) 0) 
- -  0 " 
In the case of the hydrogen atom, we take 
A = O, H = O, ¢_  Ze E = Ze^ 1(  r ' ~-  r ,  and  u = 1 + "Yb) ~P, 
where ¢ is the Dirac ¢. 
Thus, for the hydrogen atom, the left-handed electron represented by u satisfies the equation 
(E Ze2 mc 2) u= [ h2 V2 iZe2h (c~.F)]u, 
r L-2-~ 2mc r2 (2.2) 
where E is the energy eigenvalue. 
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Multiplying equation (2.2) by (or. 7u) gives 
mc ~ (a .Tu)  = V 2 (ot.Tu) u (2.3) 
r "~m 2mcr 2 " 
Adding (2.2) and (2.3), we finally obtain 
mc + = v  ze hl 
r [ 2m 2mcr2j (u+a.~u) .  (2.4) 
We first note that the Hamiltonian is not self-adjoint, hence, there is no point in trying to obtain 
its eigenvalues. However, if we treat it like an optical potential, i.e., like V + iW,  we may, apart 
from its absorptive part, think of the eigenvalues with the V of V + iW only. In this sense, 
equation (2.4) may be considered as 
E - ze2  - me 2 (1 + a .  7) u = -n  V2 (1 + ~.  7) u. (2.5) 
r 2m 
This is quite different from the Klein-Gordon equation for hydrogen atom. Equation (2.5) can 
be written as 
2m -~ ~r  r~ R = E + - -  - mc  2 R.  (2.6) 
~r r 2 r 
Now for an equation of the type (see [1]) 
are the eigenvalues 
0 
-a ~r2+ 
Thus, for equation (2.6), 
2 0 ~(e+l))R 
r Or  r 2 
b 2 b 2 
c = ~ = 4a(no  ÷g)2"  
b 2 Z2e4 m 
E - mc  2 -~ 
4a (no + g)~ - 2h 2 (no + g)2, (2.7) 
that is, the excess energy over the rest energy mc 2, which can classically be recognized as the 
energy of the hydrogen atom, is exactly the Bohr value 
(mZ~e4~ 
e = - 2h2n 2 ] • (2.8) 
In other words, the right-handed or left-handed electron for the Gellman-Feynman hydrogen 
atom, neglecting the absorptive part, has exactly the Bohr energy levels. However, if absorptive 
parts are included, then we can find changes in the scattering theory, but for a simple hydrogen 
atom the above eigenvalues are quite fascinating. 
Now we consider the exact hydrogen atom of the Gellman-Feynman. The corresponding equa- 
tion is (see [2]) 
~'~ E - -J- h2V 2 - m2c 2 + i(ot . 7) - -~ u -- O. (2.9) 
As before, multiplying this equation by (a .  7), we get 
[1( ] 
~-~ E-  r ÷h2V 2 -m2c  2 (a .7 )  u÷~u=O.  (2.10) 
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Adding equations (2.9) and (2.10) and replacing (u + ~.  ~u) by W, we obtain 
[1 (Z ;2)  2 iZe ] 
E-  +h2V 2+ r- ~- m2c 2 W = O. (2.11) 
As before, neglecting the absorptive part for the time being, we find 
[( ] 1 2 h2V 2 - W = 0, -~ E -  Z; + m2c2 (2.12) 
that is, 
~-  - m2c 2 W + h2V2W 2EZe2c2 r 
Z2e 4 
- -  w+ w=o,  
or 
h2 [02W 20W ~( i+ l ) -b2  W 2EZe2 W+ m2c 2 W O, (2.13) 
[0r2 + - -  - = r Or r 2 c2r 
where 
This is identical with the Klein-Gordon equation for hydrogen atom [3], and the eigenvalues are 
obtained as 
-W2 
b: 
E=mc 2 1+ ~(n+1/2)+v/ ( t+1/2)2 -b2~ 1/2 (2.14) 
( ) 
Though its form is similar to the Dirac hydrogen atom, the integer and half integers in the 
eigenvalue xpression are not the same. 
In fact, we note that the denominator is (n + 1/2) + v/(g + 1/2) 2 - b 2, i.e., (n + 1/2) is a half 
integer and ( l+  1/2) is also a half integer, but in Dirac's theory, n+ 1/2 is replaced by an integer, 
and (g + 1/2) is also (j + 1/2), which is also an integer. So the situation is not exactly the same 
as that of Dirac. This really means that the right-handed or the left-handed electron does not 
give the identical eigenvalues as a nonhanded electron. This has a far reaching consequence in
that in the Salam-Weinberg theory as we equated the g, g~ with the electronic harge. We now 
see that this is questionable. 
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